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The electroneutral model describes cellular electrical activity, accounting for
ionic concentration dynamics without resolution of the fine spatial scales of the
space-charge layer. This is done by asserting that the ionic solution is electri-
cally neutral at each point in space. However, electroneutrality is inconsistent
with the original boundary conditions at cell membranes. We consider three sep-
arate methods of resolving this inconsistency that result in well-posed models
that are accurate approximations to a detailed model in which the space-charge
layer is fully resolved. A particular electrodiffusion problem is utilized to make
the discussion specific. © 2015 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
1 Introduction
The electroneutral model was introduced by Mori et al. [15] as a detailed ex-
tension of the cable equation in electrophysiology. We shall present the model as
developed previously [14, 15], beginning from the Poisson-Nernst-Planck (PNP)
equations of electrodiffusion.
The concentrations ci .x; t / of N species of ions are tracked in regions of space




D  r  f i ;(1.1)








The flux of the i th species of ion is f i , which is expressed as the sum of a term
from Fick’s first law and a drift term. The diffusion constant of the i th ion species
is Di ; q´i is the amount of charge of one ion of the i th species, where q is the
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elementary charge; qDi=.kBT / is the mobility of the i th ion species, where kB
is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature; and .x; t / is the
electrostatic potential.
The electrostatic potential depends on the ion concentrations according to the
Poisson equation,







where 0.x/ is the background charge that is permitted to vary in space but not in
time, and  is the (uniform) dielectric constant of the ionic solution. We shall refer
to equations (1.1)–(1.3) as the PNP model. Rubinstein [18] provides an introduc-
tion to the topic of electrodiffusion, and Hyon et al. [6] discuss the energetics of
PNP equations.
Biological membranes, which we idealize as infinitely thin (but with finite ca-
pacitance; see below), result in boundary conditions on the electrostatic potential
as well as on the ionic concentrations. The potential and also the normal compo-
nent of the electric displacement vector D D E , where E is the electric field,
should be continuous at the cell membrane. Thus,  and  @
@n
should be continuous
at the membrane. The unit normal vector to the membrane pointing from the side
under consideration to the other side is n. The boundary conditions on the ionic
concentrations are
q´if i .x; t /  n.x/ D ji .x; t /;
where ji is the transmembrane ion channel current per unit area contributed by the
i th species of ion. The transmembrane currents will typically be a function of the
position on the membrane, some gating variables, the potential difference across
the membrane, and the concentrations of ions on each side of the membrane [15].
For the most part, the PNP model is intractable because of fine spatial and tem-
poral scales, as discussed by Mori [13]. However, ionic solutions governed by the
PNP model tend to be nearly electrically neutral away from membranes in param-
eter regimes of biological interest [15]. This fact is exploited in the electroneutral




q´ici C 0 D 0;
holds at each point in space.
Within the PNP model, deviations from electroneutrality are only significant
near membranes in what is known as the Debye layer. It has a length scale of the
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where c0 is a typical concentration of the ions near the membrane. This space-
charge layer arises because of an incompatibility between electroneutrality and the
electrical boundary conditions.
In the electroneutral model, the Poisson equation, equation (1.3), is replaced by
the electroneutrality condition, equation (1.4). This can be expressed as a constraint
on  by differentiating equation (1.4) with respect to time and substituting equation
(1.1) and equation (1.2), which results in
(1.6) r  .a.x; t /r Crb.x; t // D 0;
with






ci .x; t /; b.x; t / D
NX
iD1
q´iDici .x; t /:
The constraint on , equation (1.6), is elliptic since a.x; t / > 0 and can be inter-
preted as current continuity, r j D 0, where j D  a.x; t /r Crb.x; t / is the
total electrical current density. Note that  D 0 does not hold in general, which
might incorrectly be expected from electroneutrality and equation (1.3).
The electrical boundary conditions of the PNP model are replaced by an analysis
of the space-charge layer. The physics of the space-charge layer is approximated
by considering there to be a surface charge density, .x; t /, on each side of the
membrane. The cell membrane is assumed to have zero thickness and to be elec-
trically neutral, which gives the relation .x; t /C  0.x; t / D 0, where  0.x; t / is
the surface charge density on the other side of the membrane. The surface charge
density varies as a result of electrical currents at the membrane as well as trans-





.x; t / D j .x; t /  n.x/   jm.x; t /;
where jm D
PN
iD1 ji is the transmembrane current per unit area from the side un-
der consideration to the other side. Note that the transmembrane current is defined
everywhere along the membrane, as the currents localized through ion channels
have been averaged out. As before, n is the unit normal vector pointing from the
side under consideration to the other side and j is the total electrical current den-
sity.
The membrane has a (constant) capacitance per unit area, Cm, that relates the
surface charge density to  by .x; t / D Cmm.x; t /, where m.x; t / D .x; t / 
0.x; t / is the jump in potential across the membrane and its two space-charge
layers. Unprimed quantities denote variables defined on the side of the membrane
under consideration, while a prime will be used to denote quantities on the other
side of the membrane. Note that by this definition the quantity m has equal mag-
nitude but opposite sign on the two sides of the membrane. A schematic diagram
of the model variables is given in Figure 1.1.












FIGURE 1.1. Definition of the variables in the electroneutral model. Ev-
erywhere within three dimensional space, there is an electrostatic poten-
tial, , and for each ion species, with valance ´i , a concentration, ci .
On the membrane, there is a surface charge density for each ion, i ,
and a total charge density,  . They are functions of the location on the
membrane. A prime denotes a quantity defined on the other side of the
membrane. Each ion traverses the membrane with a current per unit
area of ji . This quantity is a function of the location on the membrane
and should be viewed as a homogenization of ion channel currents. The
unit normal vector n points from the side under consideration (unprimed
variables) to the other side (with primed variables). The membrane is
drawn with thickness for clarity, but within the model is idealized to
have zero thickness. Despite having zero thickness, the membrane has
a finite capacitance per unit area of Cm. This is the total capacitance,
including that from the bare membrane, C , and the two space-charge
layers, which combine as capacitors in series, see equation (1.21). The
potential difference across the membrane and its two space-charge layers
is given as m.x; t / D .x; t /   0.x; t /, where 0.x; t / is the electro-
static potential on the other side of the membrane at position x on the
membrane.
In addition to total charge conservation, the number of ions of each individual




.x; t / D q´if i .x; t /  n.x/   ji .x; t /:
i .x; t / is the surface charge density of the i th ion species and therefore
NX
iD1
i .x; t / D .x; t /:
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Equation (1.7) results from summing over i in equation (1.8).
We have introduced a surface charge density to resolve the inconsistency be-
tween the electroneutrality and the boundary conditions. An approximate analysis
of the space-charge layer relates the surface charge density to the ion concentra-
tions near the membrane [15]. Three assumptions are used:
(1) the space-charge layer is treated as one dimensional,
(2) all quantities in the space-charge layer are in thermodynamic equilibrium,
and
(3) the deviations of ion concentrations and electrostatic potential from their
bulk values are small.




















The space variable, x, gives the distance from the membrane, along a line perpen-
dicular to the membrane. Here x D 0 is the location of the membrane and values
of the bulk solution are obtained as x ! 1. The bulk values ci .1/ and .1/
are considered to be known quantities, which is justified by the relatively slow
time scales and long length scales over which the bulk values vary compared to the
quantities in the space-charge layer. The background charge density, 0, is effec-
tively constant over the short length of the space-charge layer. The bulk solution is
assumed to be electrically neutral:
PN
iD1 q´ici .1/C 0 D 0.
Equation (1.9) is integrated to find







This dependence of each ion concentration on the potential is substituted into
equation (1.10), and the resulting second-order equation, known as the Poisson-





















The condition that d
dx
.1/ D 0 has been imposed. This first-order separable equa-





g.   .1// ;
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where



















TheC or  root in g.y/ is used when .0/ < .1/ or .0/ > .1/, respectively.
From equation (1.12), .x/ is monotonic and by equation (1.9), each of the ci .x/
is monotonic. For negatively charged ions, ci .x/ will increase or decrease as .x/
does, and ci .x/ will do the opposite for positively charged ions.
The reason for studying the space-charge layer is to determine the contribution
i of each ion species to the total charge density on the membrane  in terms of
the bulk variables. The amount of surface charge density, in excess of the bulk, of




q´i .ci .x/   ci .1//dx:
The sign of each i will agree with the sign of .1/  .0/ regardless of the sign
of ´i . The integral in equation (1.14) can be evaluated by substituting equation
(1.11) into equation (1.14) and changing the variable of integration from x to .
This gives










g.   .1// d;
where g.y/ is defined by equation (1.13).
An approximation will be used to simplify the above expression for i . Note
that the integrand in equation (1.15) has a removable discontinuity at  D .1/.



























ci .1/ .1/   .0/:
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The contribution to the charge on the membrane from each ion can be expressed as







We have eliminated .0/ in favor of bulk concentrations and i for which evolu-
tion equations have been specified above. Note that  is known in terms of bulk
quantities since  D Cmm, in which Cm is the total capacitance and m is the
potential change across the membrane and its two space-charge layers. The total
capacitance includes the bare capacitance of the membrane, C , and the charge sep-
aration associated with the two space-charge layers; see equation (1.21) below. In
the notation of the analysis of the space-charge layers, m D .C1/   . 1/.
Approximating the integrand in equation (1.15) as constant will be accurate pro-
vided .x/ does not vary substantially within the space-charge layer. In particular,
it must be true that
(1.19)
 q´ikBT ..x/   .1//
 1:
The same expression in equation (1.18) was obtained by Mori et al. [15] by lineariz-
ing before integrating the Poisson-Boltzmann equation. Here the approximation
has occurred after integration of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation. An advantage
of the approach followed here is that a more accurate treatment of the space-charge
layer may be obtained by taking more terms in the Taylor series of the integrand
about  D .1/ in equation (1.15) or evaluating the integral in equation (1.15)
numerically as required.
Note that .1/ .0/ is not the jump in  across the membrane. It is the small
deviation in the electric potential over the space-charge layer. Equation (1.17)
shows that the space-charge layer acts as a capacitor, separating charge in propor-
tion to the potential difference across it. Thus, we may assign a capacitance per








and similiarly a capacitance per unit area to the space-charge layer on the other








These two capacitors and the bare capacitance of the membrane per unit area, C ,
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In the sum on the right-hand side of equation (1.21), the dominant term is 1=C ,
i.e., C  CSCL and C  C 0SCL. Thus, Cm  C .
The space-charge layer capacitance depends on the ionic concentrations near
the membrane, as per equation (1.20). This suggests that the membrane capaci-
tance should not be constant over the entire membrane. However, since the space-
charge layer capacitance contributes little to the membrane capacitance, the theory
is consistent with the observations that the membrane capacitance does not de-
pend on attributes of the space-charge layer unless the ionic concentrations are
extreme [3, 19].
The space-charge layer analysis is applied locally to each patch of membrane.
Thus,
(1.22) i .x; t / D i .x; t /.x; t /;
where x is a location in space coincident with membrane and
(1.23) i .x; t / D
´2i ci .x; t /PN
jD1 ´
2
j cj .x; t /
:
Our analysis of the space-charge layer thus gives the equations
(1.24) q´if i .x; t /  n.x/ D Cm
@
@t
.im/C ji .x; t /;
which provide boundary conditions for the evolution of the ion concentrations.
These boundary conditions account for the effect of the space-charge layers without
resolving them.
The electroneutral model is now fully specified. The ion concentrations ci .x; t /
satisfy equations (1.1)–(1.2) with boundary conditions given by equation (1.24).
The electric potential .x; t / is subject to equation (1.6) with a jump across mem-
branes given by m, which evolves according to equation (1.24). The state variables
of the model are (any) N   1 of the ion concentrations (the last concentration is
determined by the electroneutral condition), the membrane potential, and any aux-
iliary variables, such as gating variables, needed to determine the transmembrane
currents.
The electroneutral model is a good approximation of the PNP model in the limit
as lD ! 0. A physiologically valid value of the Debye length is lD  1 nm,
which is small relative to the length scales within a neuron [13]. From equation
(1.5), the limit lD ! 0 can be achieved by increasing the typical ion concentration,
c0 ! 1. As will be shown later, this is a self-consistent way to achieve lD ! 0
since the change in potential over the space-charge layer approaches 0 in this limit.
According to equation (1.19), the approximation of the space-charge layer thus
becomes more accurate in the limit as c0 !1.
Unfortunately, as stated, the electroneutral model is ill-posed. Small perturba-
tions to the ion concentrations near a membrane can grow exponentially in time.
This phenomenon has been exhibited [13] in special cases of the model and an
additional example will be presented here.
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In this paper, a modification of the electroneutral model that results in a well-
posed model is presented. Additionally, it is shown how particular discretization of
the original electroneutral model can be well-posed and in what sense the solutions
of those discretized equations have meaning. A well-posed version of the elec-
troneutral model previously presented [14] is also considered for comparison. We
use the word stabilization to describe the transformation of an unstable, ill-posed
problem into a stable, well-posed one. We avoid the use of the word regularization
as that would incorrectly suggest additional smoothness assumptions.
2 The Nature of the Instability and its Stabilization
2.1 The Finite Thickness Stabilization
The source of the instability in the original electroneutral model will now be
described. The excess number of ions of the i th species per unit area of membrane





. Since, m has the same magnitude but
opposite sign on the two sides of the membrane, the value of si is negative on one
side or the other of the membrane. The magnitude of si is not the same on the two
sides of the membrane since the concentrations of ions can be different on the two
sides, but only its sign is currently relevant.
The negative values of si are the source of the instability. This can be seen by
investigating the effect of an increase in ion concentration when all other quantities
are held fixed. To see how this change affects the excess ions on the membrane,
























j cj , i is positive and is an increasing function of ci .
Thus, si and @si@ci have the same sign. For each ion, on the side of the membrane for
which si is negative, an increase in the concentration of an ion results in a decrease
in the amount of that ion stored within the space-charge layer. Thus the increase in
concentration near the membrane calls forth ions of the same type from the space-
charge layer causing a further increase in concentration. This is an unphysical
positive feedback mechanism that amplifies small disturbances.
The trouble with the original formulation of the electroneutral model, then, is
that only the deviations of concentration from the bulk values that occur within
the space-charge layer have been considered. The bulk values themselves have not
been included. This omission does not affect considerations of charge within the
space-charge layer, since the bulk values are collectively electrically neutral, but it
does affect the numbers of ions of each type that are stored there.
With regard to renormalization in quantum electrodynamics, Dirac is quoted as
saying “Sensible mathematics involves neglecting a quantity when it is small—not
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neglecting it just because it is infinitely great and you do not want it!” [7]. In
equation (1.14), the surface charges were considered to be only those in excess (or
deficit) of that which would result from the bulk concentrations being extended





would not be useful as q´ici .x/ is not integrable. In effect, an infinite contribution
to i has been neglected in equation (1.14).
To account for the presence of ions at approximately their bulk concentrations
not only away from the membrane but also near the membrane, a more physically
reasonable definition of si is




in which l0 is a length scale greater than any Debye length in the electrodiffusion
problem. The Debye length, lD, is defined in equation (1.5). Since the typical
concentration of ions, c0, varies along the membrane, so does lD. Select l0 large
enough so that it is larger than any Debye length present in the problem but smaller
than any length scale of interest. The existence of such a length is a condition for
the relevance of the electroneutral model. In the limit as lD ! 0, in which the
electroneutral model is an accurate approximation of the PNP model, we shall take
l0 ! 0, but in such a way that it is always larger than lD to achieve the same
agreement.
In equation (2.1), i remains defined as the excess surface charge as specified
in equation (1.14). Since the bulk solution is electrically neutral, the first term in
the new definition of si makes no contribution to the total charge stored within the
space-charge layer, provided that any background charge 0 extends into the space-
charge layer, which we are assuming is the case. This new term is important when
ci changes, since it contributes to the corresponding changes in si . In particular,




The claim that the first term in equation (2.1) dominates the second is essen-
tially the same as the assumption that deviations of concentration from their bulk
values that occur in the space-charge layer are small in comparison to the bulk
values themselves throughout the space-charge layer. The condition that  did
not vary significantly in the space-charge layer, equation (1.19), was critical in the
derivation of the expression of i in equation (1.23). Small changes in  permit
only small changes in the concentrations by equation (1.11). The restriction on
the change in  in the space-charge layer so that the first term in equation (2.1)
dominates the second is not more restrictive than that needed for the validity of our
previous analysis of the space-charge layer. We let l0 D KlD where K > 1 and
lD is the local Debye length. We impose j iq´i j  l0ci .1/ and use the explicit
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Any reasonable choice of c0 would make the right-hand side of equation (2.2)
order 1 or larger if there are many ion species. By comparing equation (1.19) and
equation (2.2), it is apparent that the new condition on the variation in  over the
space-charge layer is no more restrictive than that required for the space-charge
layer analysis.




.q´i l0ci .x; t /C i .x; t // D q´if i .x; t /  n.x/   ji .x; t /:
The surface charge density, i , is related to the bulk concentrations through the
same space-charge layer approximation, equations (1.22)–(1.23). As this modifi-
cation removes the instability of the original electroneutral model, we refer to it
as the finite thickness stabilization. In the electroneutral model, the space-charge
layer is approximated to have zero thickness, and its presence is accounted for by
a boundary condition. In this stabilization, the space-charge layer is considered
to have a finite thickness only for the purpose of counting the ions stored on the
membrane surface.
2.2 The Finite Volume Discretization Stabilization
The details of a finite volume discretization of the electroneutral model are given
by Mori and Peskin [16]. A useful observation is that a finite volume discretization
of the original electroneutral model gives rise to a discretization error that acts
exactly like the first term in equation (2.1). For a voxel that has membrane as part
of its boundary, two variables are recorded for each species of ion in that voxel.
One variable is the concentration ci and the other is the total number of ions Ni
in the voxel. The relationship between Ni and ci is important, as Ni is updated
from the fluxes into the voxel, but we need ci to determine the fluxes. The correct
relationship is Ni D Vci C Nb;i . The total volume of the voxel is V , including
the volume taken up by the space-charge layer, and Nb;i is the excess number of
ions of species i in the space-charge layer. To be specific, Nb;i is computed in the
original manner as Nb;i D Am iq´i , where Am is the area of membrane facing the
voxel.
The proposed modification to si would add the term Aml0ci to the calculation
of Ni , but this is already included in the term Vci since V includes the volume of
the space-charge layer. With the new definition of si , the total number of ions in
the voxel is given as Ni D .V   l0Am/ci C Amsi D Vci C Am iq´i , which is the
same as before. Small perturbations will not grow in the manner described since
@Ni
@ci
> 0. The instability will appear, as it should in a convergent discretization,
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faithfully reproducing the behavior in the continuous equations when the voxel size
is so small that it fails to include the space-charge layer thickness. When the voxel
size becomes smaller than the space-charge layer thickness, the first term in the
expression for Ni no longer dominates the second term. The claim here is that a
finite volume discretization can stabilize the original electroneutral model in the
same manner as the finite thickness stabilization described above.
2.3 The Temporal Stabilization
Another stabilization for the original electroneutral model that was previously
presented [14] uses low-pass filtering of the boundary condition. The boundary
condition will have a lagged influence by making each i a dynamic variable that
tracks, with rate constant , the value it would have in the original electroneutral
model.
3 An Example of an Electrodiffusion Problem
We consider a specific example of an electrodiffusion problem. Many essential
properties of a more general electrodiffusion problem are retained, but the problem
is kept simple enough that exact solutions are available to illustrate the approach
of the solution of the electroneutral model to those of the PNP model. We shall
demonstrate the instability of the original electroneutral model and show that the
proposed stabilizations are successful. Both transient and steady-state agreement
of the electroneutral and PNP model solutions will be shown explicitly.
3.1 The PNP Model
The domain considered will be three dimensional with x, y, and ´ being the
coordinate variables. A membrane will be located at x D 0 and only the region
x > 0 will be considered. Two positive and monovalent ions have concentrations
p1.x; y; ´; t/ and p2.x; y; ´; t/. A negative, monovalent ion has concentration
n.x; y; ´; t/. There are no background charges, 0 D 0, and the ions have the






r  .pir/; i D 1; 2;(3.1)
@n
@t





.p1 C p2   n/:(3.3)
At the membrane (x D 0), the electric displacement field is continuous in the
direction normal to the membrane,
(3.4)   C .y; ´; t/ D  @
@x
.0C; y; ´; t/;
where .y; ´; t/ D .0 ; y; ´; t/   .0C; y; ´; t/ is the jump down in potential
across the membrane. Because we are currently considering the PNP model, the
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space-charge layers are fully resolved and included within the domain. Thus, C is
the bare capacitance of the membrane and does not include any influence on the
capacitance from the change in potential across the space-charge layers.
There is no ion flux through the membrane as we consider a membrane without
ion channels for simplicity. This can be expressed as
@pi
@x





.0C; y; ´; t/ D 0; i D 1; 2;(3.5)
@n
@x





.0C; y; ´; t/ D 0:(3.6)
Infinitely far from the membrane we expect the ion concentrations to approach con-
stants that give an electrically neutral solution, and we expect the electric potential
also to approach a constant. This is expressed as p  p1Cp2 ! c, n! c, and
 !  =2 as x !1. The constant that  approaches is selected so that  > 0
is the total jump down from x D  1 to x D 1. This includes the jump down
across the membrane and the two space-charge layers. The jump down across the
membrane only is denoted by .
This problem has an equilibrium solution:




























where A D tanh. q
8kBT
.   // and lD D
p
.kBT /=.2cq2/. Note that lD
is consistent with the Debye length in equation (1.5) with the typical concentra-
tion taken to be 2c, the total ion concentration at infinity. This solution can be
confirmed to satisfy the governing equations, equations (3.1)–(3.3), the ion flux
boundary conditions, equations (3.5)–(3.6), and the conditions at infinity stated
above. Note that  is independent of y and ´ and approaches  =2 on the spa-
tial scale of the Debye length. The electrical boundary condition, equation (3.4),










In equation (3.7),  is treated as given and  is unknown. There is always one
solution for  2 .0; =2/. Since  is independent of y and ´, equation (3.7) is
solved once and  is also independent of y and ´. Also,  is independent of y
and ´.
We consider transients of zp D p1 p2 while p D p1Cp2, n, and  remain fixed
in equilibrium. These transients have no effect on p, n, or . Since  is constant,
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the governing equation for zp is linear, which we shall analyze by separation of
variables.
Make two definitions























D D r  .B.x/rP /;(3.8)
@P
@x
.0C; y; ´; t/ D 0;(3.9)
@P
@x
.1; y; ´; t/ D 0:(3.10)
We shall first show that all solutions to this problem are stable, which will be













































B.x/jrP j2 dx dy d´
 0;
which follows from B.x/ > 0, an integration by parts, and equations (3.8)–(3.10).
Equality occurs only if P is constant. Thus E.t/  E.0/ and solutions cannot
grow in time. Since E is a positive definite functional of P , all solutions of equa-
tions (3.8)–(3.10) approach a constant solution.
By separating variables, exact solutions for P can be obtained of the form
(3.12) P D X.x/ sin.y C ´/ et ;
where
(3.13) =D C 2 C 2 D  
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and X.x/ satisfies a linear ordinary differential equation,
 X 00   B
0
B
X 0 D X;
and a boundary condition,
X 0.0/ D 0:












The no-flux condition at infinity, equation (3.10), will be imposed after synthesis of
the eigenfunctions, but not on the individual eigenfunctions. So that this is possible,
we require that the individual eigenfunctions remain bounded as x ! 1. The
form for P in equation (3.12) does not give a finite energy from equation (3.11).
Solutions will have finite energy after synthesis.
The condition that the eigenfunctions must be bounded implies that the eigen-
values  are real and nonnegative as follows. Let  D  2 with  complex. We
will consistently denote the separation constant as  and express it in terms of ,
but we will change that expression and whether  is complex or real to suit the
current discussion. We hope that this is an excusable abuse of notation.




.2lD   1/.2lD   1/A   .2lD C 1/ex
C .2lD C 1/.2lD C 1/A   .2lD   1/e x
C A.2lD C 1/.2lD   1/A   .2lD C 1/e. 1=lD/x
C A.2lD   1/.2lD C 1/A   .2lD   1/e .C1=lD/x
	
:
Thus, the eigenfunctions are bounded if and only if Re./ D 0. When Re./ D 0,
 is real and nonnegative.
If the eigenvalue is 0,  D 0, then the only eigenfunctions satisfying X 0.0/ D 0
and remaining bounded as x !1 are constant in x.
If the eigenvalue is positive,  D 2 ( is real and without loss of generality
take  > 0), then a closed-form expression for the eigenfunctions is
X.x/ D 4AlD
ex=lD C 1
ex=lD   A sin.x/
C






Every value of  gives a bounded, nonzero eigenfunction and  is determined
by . Indeed, since  D  D.2C 2C2/, we have  < 0 and the solutions are
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stable. For large x, the eigenfunctions are sinusoidal,
(3.14) X.x/  4AlD sin.x/C 1C AC .2lD/2.1   A/ cos.x/:
Having obtained explicit solutions for zp D p1   p2 and shown their stability in
the PNP model, we consider the electroneutral model and the proposed stabiliza-
tions.
3.2 The Electroneutral Model and Stabilizations
We shall now formulate the previously described electrodiffusion problem using
the electroneutral model. To be consistent with the above,  is piecewise constant
with value  =2 for x > 0 and =2 for x < 0. In the electroneutral limit,
n D p D c. The positive ion concentrations pi satisfy the diffusion equation and
there is no ion flux at infinity:
@pi
@t
D Dpi ; 0 D  D
@pi
@x
.1; y; ´; t/:




.0C; y; ´; t/ D D @pi
@x
.0C; y; ´; t/;
where L D  Cm
2qc
.
We look for solutions for zp D p1   p2 of the form
zp.x; y; ´; t/ D X.x/ sin.y C ´/et :
This ansatz requires
(3.16) =D C 2 C 2 D  ;
and X.x/ satisfies a linear differential equation,
 X 00 D X:
The boundary condition requires
(3.17) LX.0/ D DX 0.0/:
Let  D  2 with  complex. A closed-form expression for the eigenfunctions
is
X.x/ D C L.2   2   2/ex C    L.2   2   2/e x :
The eigenfunctions are bounded if Re./ D 0. If Re./ > 0 (or Re./ < 0), so
that the eigenfunctions are bounded,  must satisfy CL.2   2   2/ D 0 (or
 L.2   2   2/ D 0), which always has two real roots for . Thus,  is real
and we separately consider it to be zero, negative, or positive.
For an eigenvalue of zero,  D 0, there are no bounded, nonzero eigenfunctions.
For negative eigenvalues,  D  2 ( is real and without loss of generality take
 > 0), the eigenfunctions are
X.x/ D e x;
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with  the positive root of
(3.18) L2 C    L.2 C 2/ D 0:
There is one eigenfunction for each  > 0. From equation (3.17),  D  D
L
and therefore when L > 0 this solution is stable, and when L < 0 this solution is
unstable for all frequencies ; .
For positive eigenvalues,  D 2 ( is real and without loss of generality take
 > 0), the eigenfunctions are
X.x/ D cos.x C /
with  being either of the positive roots of
(3.19) L2    tan  C L.2 C 2/ D 0:
These roots are







  .2 C 2/:
Both roots are positive if L > 0 and  2 .; =2/ or if L < 0 and  2
. =2; /, where  D arctan.2jLj
p
2 C 2/. Equation (3.20) gives  as
two functions of  . The union of the ranges of these two functions is .0;1/ so
that any positive  corresponds to one eigenfunction by selecting the appropriate
value of  . From equation (3.16),  < 0 and these positive eigenvalue solutions
are stable for all frequencies  and .
The stable, positive-eigenvalue eigenfunctions are faithful representations of the
PNP model in the limit as c ! 1. For lD ! 0 by c ! 1, from equation
(3.7),  !  so that the changes in potential over the space-charge layers are
negligible. According to equation (1.19), the approximation of the space-charge
layer becomes more accurate in the limit c ! 1. Another consistent way to
achieve lD ! 0 is T ! 0, but not  ! 0. In the latter limit, from equation (3.7),
! 0, which is inconsistent with the condition in equation (1.19).
Small lD ensures that the electroneutral model eigenfunctions are accurate ap-
proximations to the PNP model eigenfunctions. From equation (3.14), the PNP
model eigenfunctions become proportional to cos.x/ in the zero lD limit since
A ! 0 as  ! ?. In the electroneutral model as c ! 1, L ! 0 and
 ! 0. When L ! 0, we must take  ! 0 or else the two roots to equation
(3.19) approach 0 and infinity. We take L! 0 and  ! 0 so that tan =L is fixed.
In this limit, any value of  corresponds to an eigenfunction as long as the fixed
value of tan =L is selected appropriately. Since  ! 0, the electroneutral model
gives the same eigenfunctions as the PNP model. Equations (3.13) and (3.16) are
the same, so the temporal decay rate, , is the same for the two models for each
eigenfunction.
The negative-eigenvalue eigenfunction either becomes constant or disappears
depending on the sign of L in the limit as c ! 1. As L ! 0C, from equation
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(3.18) the positive root for  ! 0,  !  D.2 C 2/, and X.x/ approaches a
constant. This eigenfunction becomes the constant-in-x solution of the PNP model.
As L ! 0 , the positive root for  ! C1,  ! C1, and X.x/ approaches 0.
When L is negative, the unstable eigenfunction of the electroneutral model disap-
pears in the limit c ! 1. However, for finite c, this unstable eigenfunction is
present. Since the temporal growth rate  is unbounded, it can be made arbitrarily
large by choosing  or  sufficiently large; we see that the original electroneutral
model is ill-posed.
The electroneutral model agrees with the PNP model in the limit as c ! 1.
Both models vary as c is increased and their respective eigenfunctions are the
same in the limit.
The electroneutral model is ill-posed when L < 0. However, all is not well
when L > 0. Here, we considered the x > 0 side of the membrane. From the
x < 0 perspective, L0 D  L since 0 D   and L < 0. Thus, if L > 0 and
the x > 0 side of the membrane is well-posed, then the x < 0 side is ill-posed.
The ill-posedness of the electroneutral model has now been illustrated explicitly
on this electrodiffusion problem. We shall now demonstrate how our proposed
stabilizations alleviate the instability.
The Finite Thickness Stabilization




.0C; y; ´; t/ D D @pi
@x
.0C; y; ´; t/;
in which zL D l0   Cm2qc . Since l0 dominates
Cm
2qc
, zL > 0. On the x < 0
side of the membrane, zL0 D l0 C Cm2qc > 0. According to the analysis of the
previous section, the electroneutral model with the finite thickness stabilization is
well-posed for this example on both sides of the membrane.
Moreover, the transient solutions agree with those of the PNP model as c !
1. The Debye length is uniform over the membrane and as c ! 1, lD ! 0.
We take l0 ! 0 and therefore zL ! 0. As detailed previously, as L ! 0C, the
eigenfunctions of the electroneutral model agree with those of the PNP model. For
this electrodiffusion problem, the finite thickness stabilization of the electroneutral
model agrees with the PNP model as c !1 and is well-posed for finite c.
The Finite Volume Discretization Stabilization
For simplicity, we discretize the x dimension only and let zpk.y; ´; t/ be an
approximation to zp..k   1
2
/x; y; ´; t/ for k D 1; 2; : : : . We keep the domain












CD zpkC1   zpk
x
 D zpk   zpk 1
x
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The first voxel, k D 1, is special since there is no flux from the left and also
because of the storage of ions on the membrane at x D 0. These stored ions are











CD zp2   zp1
x
;
















We search for solutions to our semidiscretized problem of the form zpk.y; ´; t/ D
Xk sin.y C ´/et for k D 1; 2; : : : . The sequence Xk may be complex valued,
in which case the real part of zpk is the desired solution. Equation (3.22) is satisfied




C 2 C 2 D   D 1
.x/2
XkC1   2Xk CXk 1
Xk
:
The linear difference equation for Xk has a general solution that is a linear combi-
nation of solutions of the form Xk D wk with w given by










We require that Xk remain bounded. If  is real and 0  .x/2  4, then w are
complex and jwj D 1. When  is not real or  is real and 0 >  or .x/2 > 4,
we find that jw j < 1 and jwCj > 1. Thus, in the latter case only one of the
two roots contributes to the general, bounded solution, which we consider first.
The former case is considered when we take a limit to recover the PNP model
solutions.






2 C 2/C w   1
x.LCx/:
Since jwj < 1 implies Re.w   1/ < 0, by equation (3.26) if L C x > 0 then
Re./ < 0. Similarly, L C x < 0 results in instability, Re./ > 0. Ignoring
the stability of the boundary case, LCx > 0 is equivalent to stability provided
there exists a solution to equation (3.24) and equation (3.26) with jwj < 1. We
shall provide explicit expressions for these solutions.
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with solutions






.C 2!2/2 C 42!2;
in which  D x
L
is the dimensionless voxel size and ! D jLj
p
2 C 2 is a
dimensionless frequency. Note thatwCw  D 1C andwCCw  D 2CC2!2.
Also, ! > 0, but  2 R sinceLmay take on both positive and negative values. The
boundary condition has been used to remove  from the expression for the roots in
equation (3.25). The roots given in equation (3.28) are always real and hence  and
 appearing in equation (3.24) are real. Consideration of equation (3.28) leads to
the following conclusions:
(1) jwCj > 1;
(2) if  >  1, then 0 < w  < 1;
(3) if  2 <  <  1, then  1 < w  < 0; and
(4) if  <  2, then 2!2 >  2.C 2/ must hold so that  1 < w  < 0.
The above results are summarized in Figure 3.1. In the shaded regions, there is
a solution to equation (3.27) satisfying jwj < 1. This solution is always w . For
L > 0,  > 0 and there is a stable solution for all x. For L < 0, there is a stable
solution for all ! for  L < x <  2L. If x is reduced so that x <  L, then
there exists a solution, but it is unstable. Additionally, there is a stable solution for
all x <  L as long as ! > 1
2
. For low frequencies, ! < 1
2
, a stable solution
exists for x in the range  L < x < .1  
p
1   4!2/=!2. L/.
For positive L, the finite volume discretization stabilization gives a stable so-
lution for every frequency. For negative L, for which the original electroneutral
model is unstable for all frequencies, the finite volume discretization stabilization
is stable for all frequencies provided  L < x. If x is reduced below  L, then
the instability of the continuous equations of the original electroneutral model is re-
produced. Thus, the finite volume stabilization is effective provided the voxel size
is not too small. This makes intuitive sense as the original electroneutral model is
not intended to resolve such fine scales. When x <  L, the width of the voxels
is not long enough to include the length jLj. Since the surface charge is no longer
included in the voxels beside the membrane, we do not expect stability.
To recover the PNP model solutions, we take L ! 0 and x ! 0 so that  is
fixed. From equation (3.28), w  ! 1C  if  < 0 and w  ! 1 if  > 0. When
 > 0, the discrete solution approaches the constant in x solutions of the PNP
model. For stable choices of  < 0, 1 C  is between  1 and 0 and the limiting
discrete solutions are identically zero.
To recover the positive eigenvalue solutions of the PNP model, takeXk D w C
wC withw given by equation (3.25) when 0 < .x/2 < 4. These solutions are
necessarily stable since  > 0 implies  < 0 from equation (3.24). The constant 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FIGURE 3.1. Regions in which a solution to equation (3.27) satisfies
jwj < 1 with  D x
L
and !2 D L2.2 C 2/. The region without a
solution is separated from the region with a solution by the curve w2 D
 2.C2/
2
with a maximum at  D  4, !2 D 1
4
. A stable solution, with
Re./ < 0, results for  <  1 or  > 0. For  1 <  < 0, the solution
is unstable. For L > 0,  > 0 and there is a stable solution for all x.
For L < 0, there is a stable solution for all ! for  L < x <  2L. If
x is reduced so that x <  L, then there exists a solution, but it is
unstable. Additionally, there is a stable solution for all x <  L as long
as ! > 1
2
. For low frequencies, ! < 1
2
, a stable solution exists for x in




1   4!2/. In the no-solution region,
the semidiscrete equations have a stable solution with Xk D w C wC
where w is given by equation (3.25) with 0 < .x/2 < 4.
can be determined by applying the boundary condition, equation (3.23), to get
 D  w 
wC
.x/2.C 1/C !22 C .w    1/
.x/2.C 1/C !22 C .wC   1/
:
In the limitx ! 0 and ! ! 0with  and  fixed,Xk approaches a uniform sam-
pling of 2 cos.
p
x/. This approach is shown in Figure 3.2. Note these solutions
become valid for any  > 0 for sufficiently small x. Thus, for this electrodif-
fusion problem, the finite volume discretization stabilization gives stable solutions
that are good approximations to those of the PNP model.
The finite volume discretization stabilization has the advantage over the finite
thickness stabilization in that it does not explicitly use the Debye length. In the
finite thickness stabilization, one must choose a typical concentration in order to
obtain a value for the Debye length from equation (1.5) and completely specify
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FIGURE 3.2. The solution Xk as x ! 0 (and L ! 0) with  D  32
and  D .2/2.2 C 2/ fixed. Values of x between 0 and 2p

, a total
of 150, are shown with different grayscale colors (dark is small x).
The values of Xk approach a uniform sampling of 2 cos.
p
x/.
the model. This is not necessary in the finite volume discretization stabilization.
However, it suffers from a lower limit on the amount of grid refinement permitted.
Also, the parameter determining the grid size is a free parameter analogous to the
typical concentration in the finite thickness stabilization.
In order to use the finite volume discretization stabilization, the traditional con-
cept of a model of a physical phenomenon must be modified. Typically, a model
is expressed as a partial differential equation and appropriate boundary conditions.
In the absence of analytical solutions, the continuous equations are discretized and
solved on a computer to produce accurate approximations to the solutions of the
model. More refinement gives more accurate approximations, but the model re-
mains encapsulated in the continuous equations. Since the original electroneutral
model is unstable, it cannot be a reasonable model of a physical phenomenon. In
the electroneutral model with the finite volume discretization, the discrete equa-
tions are the model. The amount of refinement determines the accuracy of the
model itself and not the accuracy of approximations to the model. By design, the
solutions to the discrete equations will be similar to solutions of the PNP model
when the assumption of electroneutrality is valid.
This perspective is not unique to our work, nor even to modeling cellular elec-
trical activity. A similar approach in which circuit approximations are made to an
electrical model has been used in modeling the T-tubule of skeletal muscle [11],
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Purkinje strands [9], crystalline lens of the frog eye [12], and syncytial tissues in
general [2].
It is not true that any discretization of the original electroneutral model will
exhibit stable solutions so long as the grid is coarse enough. The following finite
difference scheme, in which the discrete solution values are defined at the edges
of the voxels of the previous finite volume scheme, will be shown to be unstable
when L < 0 at all grid sizes.
Let zpk.y; ´; t/ be an approximation of zp.kx; y; ´; t/ for k D 0; 1; 2; : : : . A
finite difference approximation to the spatial derivative in x gives a semidiscretized

























Look for solutions of the form zpk.y; ´; t/ D wk sin.y C ´/et for k D
1; 2; : : : . With this ansatz, equations (3.29) and (3.30) become

D





D w   1
Lx
:(3.32)
By equation (3.32), Re./ has the opposite sign of L since jwj < 1 for a solution
to decay in space, which implies Re.w 1/ < 0. Thus, the semidiscretized scheme
will be stable when L > 0 and unstable when L < 0 provided equations (3.31)







.   2!2/2 C 42!2:
We find that jw j < 1 for all  ¤ 1 and ! > 0. Thus, there always exists a
solution that decays in space. The stability of the finite difference scheme depends
on the sign of L.
The same conclusion results when a second-order discretization of the x-deriva-









The same form for the solution gives

D
D .w   1/.3   w/
2Lx
:
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Since Re..w   1/.3   w// < 0 when jwj < 1, Re./ has the opposite sign of L.
Again, for all parameters there exists a solution satisfying jwj < 1. A second-order
discretization of the boundary condition did not change the fact that the stability
of the semidiscrete equations depends on the sign of L. Furthermore, we have ob-
served numerically that the stability of the finite difference discretization depends
on the sign of L also when the equations are fully discretized on a finite domain.
This is not exhibited here.
The Temporal Stabilization
We shall now apply the temporal stabilization and demonstrate how temporal
low-pass filtering in the space-charge layer boundary condition can stabilize the
electroneutral model. Insert a lag into the boundary condition expressed in equation
(3.15) by making i a dynamic variable that tracks, with strength , the value it
would have in the original electroneutral model. Denote this target value, zi . The
boundary condition becomes
zi .y; ´; t/ D














The parameter  > 0 controls the amount of temporal stabilization (with greater
stabilization for smaller ) and the original electroneutral model is realized in the
limit as  !1.






.1; y; ´; t/ D 0;(3.34)
@ zp
@x







.y; ´; t/ D z.y; ´; t/   .y; ´; t/;(3.36)
z.y; ´; t/ D zp.0; y; ´; t/
2c
:(3.37)
We seek a condition on  so that the problem for zp is well-posed.
Look for solutions of the form
zp.x; y; t/ D e x sin.y C ´/ et ;(3.38)
.y; ´; t/ D  sin.y C ´/ et :(3.39)
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It is important that zp and  have the same dependence on y and ´ as well as the
same temporal growth/decay rate. We require that Re./  0 so that solutions are
bounded in space. If Re./ D 0, then equation (3.34) will be satisfied only after
synthesis of the eigenfunctions. From this ansatz, we find that

D
















this into equation (3.41) and solving for  gives  D   D
LCD
, where L D
 Cm
2qc
. This is the same expression for L as in equation (3.15). Substituting the







.2 C 2   2/:
For stability, we desire Re./  0 for all  > 0 and  > 0. If L > 0 then
equation (3.43) has exactly one solution with Re./ > 0 for all parameters that
necessarily has Re./ < 0. This stability agrees with that of the original elec-
troneutral model.
When the original electroneutral model is unstable, L < 0, the temporal sta-
bilization is stable provided  is not too large. Equation (3.43) has one solution
with Re./ < 0 and two solutions with Re./ > 0 for all parameters. The two
solutions with Re./ > 0 correspond to Re./ < 0 depending on two dimen-
sionless parameter combinations: a dimensionless stabilization strength,  D L2
D
,
and a dimensionless frequency, ! D jLj
p
2 C 2. This dependence is shown in
Figure 3.3. The regions shaded darkest to lightest, have the properties that both so-
lutions are real with  < 0, both solutions are complex conjugates with Re./ < 0,
both solutions are complex conjugates with Re./ > 0, and both solutions are real
with  > 0 respectively. By considering the discriminant of the cubic, equation
(3.43), we find that the regions in which the solutions are real are separated from
the regions in which the solutions are complex by a curve given implicitly by
4   43   203!2   82!4 C 44!2 C 122!2   12!4 C 4!6 D 0:
An equation for the curve that separates the two regions with complex conju-
gate solutions and different signs of Re./ is obtained by setting Re./ D 0 and
eliminating Im./ and  from equation (3.40) and equation (3.43). The equation
for the curve is
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FIGURE 3.3. Properties of the two solutions of equation (3.43) with
Re./ > 0 for L < 0. The four regions shown, from darkest to lightest,
have the following properties: both solutions are real with  < 0, both
solutions are complex conjugates with Re./ < 0, both solutions are
complex conjugates with Re./ > 0, and both solutions are real with
 > 0. Parameters from the first two regions result in stable solutions of
the form presented in equations (3.44) and (3.45). The only values of 








The salient feature of this curve is that when !2 D 0,  D 2. Thus, Re./ will be







Stability occurs when the low-pass filtering of the boundary condition attenuates
the high temporal frequencies.
We shall now show that the solutions to the temporal stabilization of the elec-
troneutral model agree with those of the PNP model transiently. We consider the
oscillatory solutions explicitly by seeking solutions of the form
zp.x; y; t/ D cos.x C / sin.y C ´/et ;(3.44)
.y; ´; t/ D  sin.y C ´/et :(3.45)
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C 2 C 2 D  2:
These solutions are stable for all  and . Additionally,  > 0 satisifies
(3.47)   .2 C 2 C 2/.L C D tan / D   tan :
For each  > 0, there is a  that satisfies equation (3.47). These stable eigenfunc-
tions approach those of the PNP model as c ! 1. We take lD ! 0,  ! 0,
and  ! 1 so that L and tan =L are fixed. In this limit, we find that two of
the solutions for  of equation (3.47) approach those given in equation (3.20) and
the third rushes off to infinity. The eigenfunctions corresponding to the values of 
from equation (3.20) have previously been shown to be in agreement with those of
the PNP model in the limit as c ! 1. The limiting decay rate, , from the two
models agree since equations (3.46) and (3.16) with  D 2 are the same.
The eigenfunctions given in equation (3.38) with  given by equation (3.43)
approach constant-in-x solutions as c ! 1. We take lD ! 0 and  ! 1 so
that L is fixed. In this limit, two of the roots of equation (3.43) become complex




! 0 and the condition in equation (3.2) is satisfied. The limiting
decay rate, , from the two models agree since equations (3.40) and (3.16) with
 D  2 are the same.
4 Conclusion
We have outlined the electroneutral model and its derivation from the PNP
model of electrodiffusion. Through a particular transient electrodiffusion prob-
lem, we have confirmed, as observed in [13], that the original electroneutral model
is ill-posed. We have introduced a modification to the electroneutral model, the
finite thickness stabilization. A previous modification, the temporal stabilization,
and stabilization by a finite volume discretization were also considered. These
stabilizations were shown to be well-posed for the example problem and good ap-
proximations to the PNP model.
Future work includes proving that the modified electroneutral models are well-
posed for all electrodiffusion problems including those with permeable membranes,
multivalent ions, more than two ion types, and unequal diffusion coefficients. The
example herein presented was selected so that the electrostatic potential could be
obtained independently of the ion concentrations. This removes the nonlinearity
from the problem and makes it amenable to an eigenfunction decomposition. We
believe that the example considered here is illustrative of more general electrodif-
fusion problems despite its limitations.
In general, understanding the role of ionic solutions in physiology is impor-
tant. We hope that the analysis and discussion presented here will be helpful in
the practical application of the electroneutral model to electrodiffusion problems.
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Specifically, we point out three biological systems previously studied that could
benefit from the electroneutral model: electrodiffusion in the node of Ranvier [10],
horizontal cells of the retina [5], and the local field potential near a cylindrical
axon with Hodgkin-Huxley transmembrane currents [17]. Careful consideration
of the analysis of the space-charge layer and the other underlying assumptions of
the electroneuronal model may permit the development of tractable models for a
broader range of complex electrodiffusion phenomena. The problems of access to
a channel [8] and the interplay between the intricate calcium channel and calcium
domains [1] are potential targets.
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